About

SnuggleMud was founded by two brothers who shared a creative brain.
The goal was simple: provide high-value NYC marketing services to
brands without the bloat of NYC pricing.
We house specialists in design, SEO, SEM, brand strategy, social media
marketing, email marketing, website development, content creation,
and several other expertise, allowing us to scale up or down to meet our
clients’ specific needs. Our business model is built for the now. We can
be a one-stop-shop or your targeted marketing specialist.
Our diverse portfolio includes (but is not even remotely limited to)
partnerships with CPG brands, Fortune 500 companies, non-profits,
fashion and lifestyle brands, startups, and numerous local
entrepreneurs. No matter the industry or client, we deliver dynamic
marketing strategies that drive ROI and consistently exceed
expectations.

"The Team,
The Team,
The Team.”
-Bo Schembechler'

Our team’s work gets noticed
and has been featured in:

Our Clients
When it comes to marketing solutions, we believe in the company we keep.

What We Do

1 2 3 4

CAMPAIGNS

We take your brand into
the world by building
data-driven strategies
and providing flawless
campaign execution.

BRANDING
+ DESIGN

We take a strategic
approach to help our
clients bring their
company to life.

DEVELOPMENT

By collaboration, we
produce the perfect
imagery and identity,
and pair it with datasupported strategies.

CONTENT

Content is an impactful
way to deliver brand
messaging while
providing captivating
content for social
engagement.

CAMPAIGNS

Let’s bring your
brand into the world.
We steward your brand into the world with the full support
of data-driven strategies, top-notch creative development,
and flawless campaign execution. By developing custom
marketing funnels to fit your unique goals, we grow your
(digital) reach day over day, tracking results and adjusting
in real-time.
• Marketing Strategy

• SEO/SEM

• Media

• Lead Generation

• Experiential

• PR

• Digital

• Alternative Media Placements

BRANDING + DESIGN
Visual imagery brings
your story to life.
Well-structured, perfectly framed stories bring
organizations to life. You’ve created something that works.
We’ll frame it for you. From visual imagery and identity, to
targeted message strategy, we’ll work with you to create
brand experiences that engage today’s consumers. Our
team will craft your image to communicate value to the
right audiences. We combine your vision and our strengths
to build a gorgeous brand with real legs and longevity.
• Positioning

• Logo & Identity

• Brand Development

• Graphic Design

• Messaging

DEVELOPMENT

Engaging across the
digital landscape.
Bringing your company story to life within the digital
landscape requires a detailed design and development
strategy. From collaborating with our design team to
produce the optimal imagery and brand identity, all the
way through strategy, we’ll work with you to create a
unique landscape of digital experiences that engage
today’s consumers and keep them clicking.
• Mobile & Web Apps
• Ecommerce
• UX/UI Design
• Websites

CONTENT

Tell a compelling
and engaging story.

Content is King. And in today’s world, it’s so important to
have engaging brand content. Our creative studio teams
produce pictures, videos, and audio that tell compelling
stories and draw consumers in to engage with your
brand. From small photoshoots to TV ready commercials,
SnuggleMud knows how to produce great media. It’s
practically in our name.
• Storytelling

• Digital Content

• Photography

• Short Films

• Videography

• Audio Engineering

thank you
SnuggleMud.com

